
Specifications

Model Xperia™ Z5

Colours White, Graphite Black, Gold and Green

Display 5.2” Full HD, TRILUMINOS™ Display for Mobile

Dimensions 146 x 72 x 7.3 mm / 154g

Waterproof
Waterproof and dust tight (IP65/68) even with 

capless USB***

Main camera

1/2.3 23 MP Exmor RS™ for mobile sensor, 

Hybrid AF 0.03 sec*, 5 x Clear Image Zoom, 

Wide-angle G lens (24mm), ISO 12800, 

SteadyShot™, 4K video recording

Front 
camera

5 MP with Sony Exmor R™ for mobile image 

sensor, 25mm wide angle lens

Music
Digital Noise Cancelling (DNC), DSEE HX, High-

Res Audio, Auto Headset Compensation (AHC)

Performance
64bit Snapdragon 810 Octa-core processor, 

3GB RAM

Battery
2900mAh, Up to 2-day battery life**, Battery 

Stamina modes

Memory 32GB storage  / microSD™ card up to 200GB

Find out more at http://sonymobile.com/xperia-z5

* Based on the Sony Xperia Z5 series’ main camera resolution (23 MP), speed of autofocus 
(0.20-0.25 sec) and image quality assessment by 200 UK consumers, compared to the 
top-selling smartphones of 2015.

** Battery life has been measured against Sony Mobile Communications AB’s smartphone 
usage profile, defined in September 2014 to represent the typical smartphone user’s active 
condition, including, but not limited to a range of usage scenarios (calling, texting, web 
browsing, social networking, game playing, music listening, picture taking and more).

*** The Xperia Z5 is waterproof and protected against dust, so don’t worry if you get caught 
in the rain or want to wash off dirt under a tap, but remember: all ports and attached 
covers should be firmly closed. You should not put the device completely underwater 
or expose it to seawater, salt water, chlorinated water or liquids such as drinks. Abuse 
and improper use of device will invalidate warranty. The device has Ingress Protection 
rating IP65/68. For more info see ww.sonymobile.com/waterproof. Note the Xperia™ has 
a capless USB port to connect and charge. The USB port needs to be completely dry before 
charging. Specification verification and consumer testing carried out by Strategy Analytics. 
For more information, go to: www.sonymobile.com/testresults/

Join us on instagram.com/sonymobile.sg
for more exciting updates!

Ultra-fast Hybrid Autofocus (0.03s) and 23MP camera

Up to 2 days battery life**

Waterproof*** design with fingerprint sensor

Tested against leading smartphones 2015*  

The world’s best camera 
in a smartphone

The phone that knows it’s you

Xperia Z5’s power button has our new, integrated fingerprint 

sensor. The button is intuitively placed on the side of the phone, so 

you’re able to pick up and securely unlock in a single movement.

With a waterproof and dust tight design, 
you don’t need a rain date

Rain happens. So do drops in the sink and knocked over drinks. 

Xperia Z5 has Sony’s leading waterproof* design and an IP68 rating.

What beauty feels like

Xperia Z5 delivers a design difference you can feel. A metal frame 

with precision engraving. A smooth, simplified form. And a frosted 

glass back that’s both gentle on the eye and cool to the touch.

Join us on facebook.com/sonymobilesg
for more exciting updates!
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Ultra-fast Hybrid Autofocus (0.03s) and 23MP camera

Up to 2 days battery life**

Waterproof*** design with fingerprint sensor

Tested against leading smartphones 2015*  

The world’s best camera 
in a smartphone



Light up the night

Sony’s best low-light technology in a camera phone

The magic of the night isn’t lost on Xperia Z5. Equipped with 

the next-generation Sony image sensor, you can capture 

beautiful night scenes as you see them – without the usual 

noise or blur. 

Touch. Focus. Capture

Touch the screen anywhere you want the camera to focus and it 

immediately takes the shot. No more fumbling to focus and missing 

the action.”

0.03s

Ultra-fast Hybrid 
Autofocus

Xperia Z5 delivers an  

incredibly fast and accurate  

0.03-second autofocus by combining 

two different technologies.

Do more with up 
to 2-day battery

Xperia Z5 brings you 

up to two days** of 

groundbreaking battery 

power from a single 

charge. Listen to more 

music, talk for days, and 

stay out longer without 

worry.

The future of sound

Drawing from our heritage of sound excellence, Xperia™ 

smartphones and tablets are the next step in providing an 

outstanding audio experience on the go. 
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5.1MP23MP

Carry the best camera everyday

An award-winning lens, the best mobile sensor for 

lowlight and Sony’s image processing make your 

mobile double as a real camera. And ensure that 

every shot you take is as sharp and clear as can be.

Get 5x closer 
Just pinch the image 

on your screen and 

zoom in up to 5 times. 

Your picture stays clear, 

detailed and without 

the usual noise.

SmartWatch 3 SWR50

Info where you need it

Never miss a thing. Get notifications and info at a glance 

with the SmartWatch 3 SWR50.

High Resolution 
Audio Headset 
MDR-NC750

The real sound of music

High-resolution headphones with noise 

cancellation function. For music at its best.

Quick Charger UCH10 

Power up in no time

With this super-fast 

charger, you can get a 

full day of usage from 

just 45 minutes of 

charging. 

Expandable 
memory up to 
200GB

Enjoy the joy and flexibility 

to store more content with 

up to 200GB of expandable 

memory with microSD card.


